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if you prepare yourself for the dele c1 with just one book, you will probably end up with an exam that is not properly prepared, or one that will leave you wishing that you had
spent a little more time on this aspect of your learning. the book is basically divided into two parts. the first part covers the languages the exam consists of, from the very basic
words, syntax, verb tenses and genders to the more intricate aspects such as morphology, morphology of verbs and interrogatives, tenses and much more. the second part
goes into more detail on the subjects: culture, society and environment, history, geography and geography of spain, economy and markets, society, society and everyday life,
sports and games, health, medicine, and society, modern technology, and more. the authors of this book are francisco bonet, who is a well-known dele examiner, andjuan c.
lorenzo, who is a dele examiner who has been teaching the c1 spanish exam for the past fifteen years. the first part, which deals with the languages, is written in a fairly
practical way, and the authors do a good job of giving you all the tools to be able to answer the language questions they pose in the exam. it is a very useful and complete guide
to spanish for the dele c1 exam. in conclusion, we want to encourage you to read the books that you think will be most useful for you. just keep in mind that, as the author ofel
cronometro puts it, your goal is to end up with a book that #3 don’t be put off by the size of the book. the different sections are easy to navigate, even for a first time reader.
besides that, the book includes a collection of useful dele c1 exam practice questions to help you refresh your memory and practice to improve your accuracy!
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